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For many people, the enviionment means only the conservation ofl nature
and the prevention of pollution by harmful or offensive substances that make
some part of the environment dirty or dangerous. However, the World
Conservation Strategy defines conservation as trthe management ofl human use
oF the biosphere (all life on the earth) so bhat it may yield the greatest
sustainable benefit to present generations while maintaining its potential
to meet the needs and aspirations of future generationsrr. The environment
itself is now seen to involve aII aspects of natural Desource management and
the human habitat, or places where we live.

The environmental heritaqe of the South Pacific

AIl the countries and territories in the South Pacific Commission area
from Papua New Guinea to Pitcairn share a common environmentaL heritage as
islands originating through certain common processes. Some islands in the
western part of the region are based on fragments of continental rock that
have broken off from larger land masses, while the remainder have volcanoes
rising from the sea floor as their foundations. Limestone deposits from
coral reef growth may occur on either base.

Changes in the relative sea level in past ages from the rising and
falling of both the sea bottom and the ocean surface have produced the four
island types characteristic of the region. The larger continental islands
have complex geology and landForms. The volcanic islands built of lava and
volcanic ash vary principally according to their age and the amount of
weathering. Elevated reef islands are atolls or reefs raised above the sea
surface, with or without overlying soil deposits from volcanic ash or other
non-reef origin. Atolls and other low islands are made of sand and coral
rubble accumulated on reef platforms at or near sea level. The different
island types occur in many combinations throughout the region, and are often
mixed on the same island.

Each island type has its particular environmental problems and
susceptibilities which tend to be common to areas of that type, a fact which
can facilitate the regional exchange of experience and information.

All of the region is within the area of coral reef growth, and the
presence of coral reefs is one of the principal characteristics of the South
Pacific marine environment. Coral reefs are one of the most ancient and
highly-evolved ecosystems on earth, and as such they are complex, dynamie,
and fragile if pushed beyond their limits. The Indo-Malaysian area is the
centre of coral reef evolution and diversity, so that the reefs are richest
to the west of the South Pacific region, and the number of species present
gets smaller to the east. The coral reef ecosystem is still not well
understood. For instance, reeent studies have shown that corals and reef
communities can change greatly in even a very short time. It will be
possible to develop principles for managing the coral reeF environment only
by sharing information and experience from all reef areas.
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The land plants and animal.s of islands are subject to specialI evolutionary pressures that make island flora and fauna uniiu" in the world.The ocean isolates. island populations from the major continents. Somecontinental islands have. kept communities that are relics from the time whenthey .were part of a continent in the distant past. Mos[ islands ,,erecolonized by immigrant species that managed to cross the sea, of.ten througha rare accident. Because islands are small and tneir populatioisrestricted, a natural disaster can easily make a local species- extinct. Thebalance of immigration and extinction depends on the size of the island andits distance from other islands and continents and determines how many kindsof plants and animals an island will have.

Because islands are small and isolated, the species that colonize themface different eonditions and have less 'competition 
than in larger landareas' This leads to rapid evolution into new species with special featuresadapted just to that island and found nowhere else in the world. Most highislands in the Pacific have at least some such species, 
"nJ-"ore have veryhigh levels of species found onry on that island group (gor o"-rore). Thesespecies are an important parl of both the island'system and the worldbiological heritage, and as such their preservation is oi gr"at importance.while in most instances species conservation will be a nationa]responsibility; the experience gained in managing on"- "p""i"" will bevaluable to other countries facin! similar problems.

in complete isolation. They make up
a mountain forest, swamp or barrier reef

on others for its food, its shelter, itssurvival. Conservation and environmentalat the ecosystem leveL.

- Tll" Regional Ecosystems survey of the south pacific Area (spc TechnicalPaper No. 179) estimates that there_are 
"ougr,iy 

2r000 kinds- oi eeosystemsin the South Pacific area. Some of these- oleur in every country of theregion, and others may be highly locarized in a singi"'u"ir"y, lake orlagoon' 
. 
Many of these ecosystems are critical habitats where commereiallyimportant species live oi breed, and others are essential to islandresources upon which local .peoplg depend. Their conservation is necessaryfor the physical and economic werr-being of tn" inhabitants.

Island species do not live
communities and ecosystems such asin which each speeies depends
reproduetion and often its very
management must thus focus largeiy

common features based on eeosystem
development of regional approaches to

Even where ecosystems difFer from country to country, they share manyand island type whieh allow thetheir management.
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SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

THE STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Introduction

The South Pacific Regional Environment Programme has collected enough
information through country reports and topic reviews to make a summary
overview of the state of the environment in the South Pacific region. It isthus possible to examine the shared heritage of land, sea and living thingsthat is common to aII South Pacific peoplesr es well as the environmentil
problems that are becoming widespread in the region. This overview canprovide the basis for shared approaches to environmental management and
problem-soIving.

The environmental approach is now widely recognized and used throughout
the world. The environment refers to all our surroundings, especially lhoseaffecting people or other living things. Thus, it incluOes the lani, sea
and airr the plants, animals and micro-organisms, the weather and seasons,
the houses and towns that we build, and everything else made by man or
nature that can have an effect on our lives. }{e dep-nd on the environmentfor development and for our very survival. When we must look at a project
and determine the value, cost and likelihood of its environmental effecti or
impactsr w€ make an environmental assessment. Man has long used and
manipulated the natural world for his benefit. As we become iware of the
importance of the whole environment to our well-being and our dependence onitr we must learn what actions h,e can take to maintain effective control of
our environment and natural resources through environmental management.

Underlying the concept of the environment is
which studies the relationships between living things
It originated as a braneh of biology, but now shaies many features with
other sciences such as geography and anthropology. Ecoiogy includes the
study of individual organisms, of communitiesl and oF ecosysttms, whieh are
the working ecological systems consisting of communities oi living things in
interaction with their physical environmint.

1 .r8;-/81
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While the Pacific 0cean divides the South Pacific countries, it also
unites them in a single environmental system. The waves, currents and
weather do not respect national boundaries, and any major alteration or
contamination could have widespread effects. The resources of this regional
ecosysLem are shared by aII the eountries. Migratory species such as the
tunas, sea turtles and many birds pass in and out of many countriesl
jurisdictions. One country may bear the responsibility of protecting a
breeding area, while another benefits from the harvest. Very little is
known about the ocean transport of juvenile marine life. The population
balance of marine life on an island may depend on a supply oF spores or
Iarvae from other islands up the current. The more the regional ocean
system is studied, the more interaetions are certain to be discovered.
Co-ordinated approaches to oeean resource management are therefore
essential.

Environmental management is not a new concept for Pacific peoples.
Wherever natural resource management was needed, the traditional cultures of
the region developed practices which protected their essential interests.
These included land and reef tenure systems, permanent and temporary taboos
on species or places, refined and selective fishing techniques,
agroforestry, terracing and irrigation, windbrakes, bush fallow, and other
agricultural and soil management practices, etc. The cultural heritage of
the Pacifie is full of examples of sound environmental management equivalent
or superior to modern methods. One of the great tragedies of the region is
that this heritage is rapidly being lost just as the need for it is
increasingly apparent.

The State of the Environment

The South Pacific has too often been viewed from outside as an
unspoiled tropical paradise. It is true that life in the Pacific Islands is
not as difficult as that in many other parts of the world, and that the
climate and available resources permitted a quality of tife that was
traditionally higher than many other subsistenee soeieties. However, even
traditional island communities were limited by their environmental
resourcesr and change and development have led to an increasing number of
environmental problems.





The country reports and topic reviews prepared for the South paciFic
Regional Environment programme(*) indicale t# priorityaffect the state of the environment in the south pacifie

50ILS' SoiI is the essential basis of agriculture and forestry, and in theislands it often rimits both development 
-and--self-sufflici;ilt. 

Under thebush fallow system of subsistence farming, soil fertility was Largelymaintained, but more intensive agricultu"" ino the pressur""-'to elear anduse land with marqinal or unsuitible soils have led to serious soil problemsin some parts of nearly all countries of the region.

0ver 6096 of the countries report soil erosion problems, generally associatedwith agricurture or pasture creation on "i""[ sropesj iilb;;-"rtraction inForest.areas, or other land clearing and construction activities. The lossof soil fertility 
- 
and .organic mitter and the deterioration of soilstructure, both in cleared tiopical forest soils and the very porous andpoor soils derived from coral, are evident in the malority'-oi eountries.Since the vulnerable island soils are an essentiar natural resource thatcannot.easily be- replaced, these losses represent an important permanentreduction in island productive capacity, careful 

"oii--managem"nt istherefore neeessary where the- -natural 
- 
vegetation and soir cycre aremodified' The soils. are generalry well ctr"ricterized ani r"pp"o throughoutthe.-region (arthough no[ to a common soi]s classific"tibni,"";;;'";;;available knowledge in managing similar soiLs has not been werr appliedlocally.

I4INERALS' The most eommonly used minerals in the islands are sand andaggregate used for construction. Supplies of these materials are oftenlimited in the smarrer islands, and 
'more 

than half the 
"ount"i"" reportenvironmental problems associaied with their extraction. qu"""Ving leavespits and cuts that are difficult to restore. sand removar from beachesreads to beach loss and coastal erosion. Dredging of sand and coral fromthe reef or lagoon bottom destroys productive fisheries resources andproduces pollution.

;:,::::t ?:y"::{.""?:Tt:_: G)^American s9Tg"r e) Austraria , (3)
I:l:::::^i,,i-iiii-:-T;1-i""nln^'p;i;#il,.?[i"i,]f j rii"illiiilr,'iJ,tfi:fcaledonia, (e) Niue,-(10) .Papua Nlw. cuinea,'ciij"'iii"li"",'ii;i'rllirlll
[:?]^,]""??:., IJal.fTpr, (15)-vanuat;;-aGi i""l""n samoa, (t7) soromon
I:l;:0":^lrtJ^l:::1:. ;lT*,,l:oi" 

-n"iii''"' 
, 
^-iij'"uiiiii'eJiiirrlll'?15

Parks and Reserves, - (l) Urblnization, (4)'-ilan"ii"g'r"i#'i::i Xi
!::?::^_::::y"t:i:i..(?] ^I:lg":uu . resources. _;;;'-"il";;;;:"i;"' ru;
5::::::':?:ll-.!:"]ll it ry::i oeveropme;t;-d) s;i;", Gi't;H:;;r, i;i
3::lll:^lt"??lt": llp::l, (r0) pesr ;il- i";ti"il;-il"iih,"i;i;'t;";j
i?l+":::?:^ll1l.l:tilili;: "i. rt;- llro ;i;;i;; ;;";;i;",iji,llliili(tl; 6nuironmental protection Legislations.
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The need to obtain construction materials without serious environmental
costs has become a major preoccupation in several South Pacific countries.
Other minerals are economically important for some countries which have
major mining projects for copper, nickel, phosphates, gold and other metals.
Most of these projects were started at a time of little environmental
concern, and have led to major problems of land degradation, mine waste and
tailings disposal, and erosion. t99l of the countries in the region reporL
problems of this sort.

WATER. Water is, of course, essential for life, and it is often one of the
most limited island resources. More than 6A% of the countries report some
problem of water shortage. The problem has become worse as many water
resources have been poorly managed in the past. Rivers and lakes have been
polluted and their water quality degraded. Water catchments have been
poorly managed and often cleared of vegetation. Those areas dependent on
catching rain water find lhe supply inadequate during droughts and that
catchment systems have maintenance and pollution problems. Some islands are
dependent on groundwater and others are increasingly turning to their
groundwater resources, requiring expensive wells and pumping. There are an
increasing number of problems in the islands of groundwater pollution , and
of over-use leading to contamination with seawater. Changes in land use
have interfered with the recharge of groundwater reserves, and increased the
risk of contamination accidents. Sinee water is essential for most kinds of
developmentr increasing care will be needed to manage existing island water
supplies wisely.

FORESTS. Most South Pacific islands were originally covered by tropical
forest. It is the forest that maintains soil fertility, stabilizes Lhe
water supplyr and provides wood and other materials for the local
population. With development of the islands, most coastal and lowland
forests have been converted to other uses, and there is increasing forest
clearance in higher areas. Forest loss is cited as a significant problem in
7O% of the country reports. The Forest is cut both to clear land for
agriculture and other uses, and for commercial logging. Some is also lost
through fire and storm damage. With the destruction of the forest cover
come problems of erosion, Ioss of soil fertility, soil compaction by heavy
equipmentr lack of adequate forest regeneration, and the expense and
difficulty of reafforestation. In many countries, the forest harvest is
inadequate to meet even loeal demand. Others export considerable volr.rmes of
unprocessed logs. There is some eontroversy over the economic benefits to
the islands of J.arge scale logging, with its major local impacts on land
resources and coastal areas. Smaller-scale projects may be more appropriate
both for island economies and cultures, and for the island environment.
Several countries report problems of Frequent grassland and Forest fires
which degrade the land and destroy forest resources. The tropical forest
can either be treated as a non-renewable resource and rrminedtt for its
immediate economie valuer or managed as a sustainable resource from which
the economic and environmental returns can continue indefinitelv.





C0NSERVATI0N of FAUNA and FL0RA. The unique island natural heritage ofplants and animals has been discussed in the first part of this reiort.Considerable progress has been made over the last decade to conserve some ofthis. heritage, and over 100 parks and reserves have been created in some 15countries of the region. Howeverr-these protected areas still include only
I sT3l] proportion.of the fauna, ilora, unique sites, and ec-systems or thesouth Pacifie region. Furth""tot", enforcement of existini 

"on*"rvationlaws. and protected areas is often difficult. Many extinctions of uniqueplant, animal and bird species have already uuun ".r";J-;y man in theisLands, and more species are endangered by extinction now. Two-thirds oFthe countries .report problems wit6. endangered species. A mueh greatereffort is therefore needed to ensure the suriival o'r this unique natural.heritage of world significance. Such eonservation projects are importantnot only for resource management, but also for tourism and education. TheConvention on ConservatiJn of Nature in the South pacific will assistregional co-operation in conservation once it comes into foree.

cR0Ps and LIVEST0CK. While agriculture is of great subsistence andcommercial importanee to all the.South_Pacific, and soil ano water problemsal9. very important, there seem to be few environmental problems associatedwith the small number of kinds of crops and livestock' th;a are commonlyraised in the region. The small population of many introduced species meansthat they have a..weak genetic base through in-breeding, requiringimportation of breeding st6cks from outside. 0n the othei hand, sometraditional crops have an existing oiversity and adaptability to localconditions, which could be lost with igricurturir modernizati;;. Because ofthe great environmental problems. creatJd by certain past introductions, thecountries of the_region have established strict qr;;;ti;;--procedures toprotect their vulnerable agricultural base. Introduceu pi"nts, ui"o" andpredators have raised havoc among the rocar frora 
""d 

'i;;;; 
and requirecontinuing 

-expensive control eFforts. 0n some islands, feral animalsdescended from escaped domestic stock have destroyed mucn or the vegetationand caused serious-erosion problems. Some islands also refort probrems incontrorling dogs. rt has proven much easier to destroy natural. eensystemsthan to create new baranced systems of speeies useful to man.

LAND UsE and LAND TENURE. Land is the mosb important island resource;without it a country will cease to exist. Throughout the region thepeoples' attachment to their land is u""y 
"i"ong 

as reflected in traditionalland tenure systems. These systems lended [o un"ourage efficient use ofrand resources 
, in .the. past, but now have difFiculty in adapting topopulation growth and modern development requirements. over half the islandcountries leport environmental_problems associated with land use and landtenure. These .include problems. from unpianneo development, such asincompatible adjaeent developments and ineFficient use of Iimited landareas.
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There has been a loss of essential land resources, such as from urban
expansion on good agricultural land. In some places, areas of good land are
left undeveloped, while in others, fragmented land holdings make
agricultural. modernization difficult. The European freehold system has not
adapted well to island eultures and conditions, and new approaches to land
tenure and Land use may be needed to achieve the best management and use of
this limited resource.

C0ASTAL ZONE. The area between land and sea is one of the most
environmentaj.ly sensitive areas in all eountries. This coastal zone
includes both the land along the shore within sight of the sea and the
shallow coastal waters within the range of terrestrial influences. Human
activities tend to concentrate in the coastal zone, and most major cities
are loeated there. In the Pacific, all except the largest islands consist
entirely oF coastal zones. These areas are subject to significant conflicts
in uses with development, and about hatf the countries report coastal zone
management problems. For instance, runoff from agriculture areas can hurt
coastal fisheries. Nearly one-third of the countries report problems
associated with the reclamation of coastal areas. Coastal erosion is also a
significant problem, particularly for the atolls that occur in one-third of
the countries of the region. A major problem for governments in managing
the coastal zone is in co-ordinating the many different government
departments and ministries that have some jurisdiction there. Some
countries have established coastal zone management bodies to resolve this
problem.

MANGROVES. Mangroves have been shown to be areas of high coastal
productivity with great importance to coastal fisheries. They have long
been important for subsistence fishing, firewood collection, and other uses.
They are important in controlling coastal erosion, and in protecting islands
against storm damage. While mangroves are sensitive to pollution,
particularly from oil and chemicals, work in the region has shown that they
can be useful in treating urban wastes under controlled conditions. For too
long mangroves have been thought of as nasty swamps, and have therefore
often been the first areas to be reclaimed or lost with development. As a
resul.tr some mangrove areas have been totally destroyed or have shrunk to
the point where the remainder is critically important to the coastal zone.
More than half the countries report problems in managing their mangrove
resources.





REEFS and LAGOONS. The coral reefs and associated lagoons that are one ofthe characteristics of the South Pacific islands """ i-r"joi"-"u"or""" nowsubjeet to serious environmental pressures. The coral rJef ecosystem is
liglty produetive, fragile 

"n9 . easily disturbed when pushed beyond itslimits. The reports suggest that there is extensive oegraba[ion or reef andlagoon resources in the Pacifie: nearly half the 'countries report reef
damage from illegal,dynamiting.and poisoning_for_fish; three-quarters reportproblems of reef pollution, although scientifically tne imlacis-of p"ffr'ti""
on reefs are stilt largely unknown. Siltation and smothering of corals byIand erosion and. dredging are. reported by one-third of the |ountries, andconstruction activities on reefs have destroyed further areas. Many reefs
l:y:-. been damaged over the last twenty y"""" by the crown-of-thornssEartlshr Acanthaster.r and while this may largely have been a naturalphenomenon,-EfrFpGn[ human disturbances of 'reef6 rly 

"io*-Jo"n o" preventtheir recovery. While much is still not known about reef and ]agooneeosystems, there is also considerable existing knowledge th;i is not wellapplied to managing reef and lagoon resources.

FISHERIES. Fishing is an important subsistence and commercial activitythroughout the region. While many traditional fisheries y,ere based on adeep knowlgdgg of the resource ani eFfective management procedures, thesehave largely lost their effectiveness and are disifip""ring'"J--fi"t""ies aremodernized. However, there is inadequate scientific [nowledge to managem9s!.tropical coastaL fisheries. The improvement in boat,s and modernizationof fishing techniques is leading to extehsiuu ou""-fi;hiil in-ror" than halfthe island countries, with the^resulting subsistence 
"ni u"onomic problemsfor local fishermen. Ciguatera fish poi5oning continues to be a problem inmany parts of the region, but with recent reieareh progress on the causes,it may eventually be possible to improve this situation. The pacific

oceanic Fisheries subject to major conmercial pressures of worldeconomic importance. While-some tunas may be near the maximum catch that,they ean sustain, there still seem to 6e considerable potential for theexpansion of the. skipjack fisheries. Unfortunately, ir"." too, the wideranging Fish species 'aie far from understood scientiii.."rfil-and lhe limitsof the resources are therefore not clear.

0CEAN. The open ocean between the Pacific islands is fortunately very largewith considerable pollution absorption and -purification capacity. There isno present evidence of major pollution problems, althougl"t-sbme-contamination
ll^I?::r:1:_??:"t"tent chemicals has.octuned, and floa[ing ptasric may be a

islands, the abitity of the ocein to absorb 
""a--"!rll"rilJ"-iiJ{"J"i""1useful resource that should be developed with care.

r(
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HUMAN HABITATS. More than half the countries report environmental problems
associated with the places people live, whether in cities or villages. The
Pacific region has been Fortunate that the basic traditional quality of life
has been reasonably good. However, the rural to urban migration, the
increasing expectations and desire for modernization, and the deterioration
of resources with over-use, have produced localized but increasing
difficulties, The country reports refer to increasing water supply,
sanitation and pollution problems, to some sub-standard insanitary housing,
to urban development in unsuitable areas with a high risk of damage in
natural disasters, to the destruction of the coastal environment near urban
centres, and to other problems of the human environment. About half the
countries report problems in planning their human settlements, and lhe lew
planning controls that exist are generally inadequate and diffieult to
enforce. Fortunately, the small size of most island communities has kept
the problems within limits.

ENERGY. Many countries are concerned that their economic development has
Ied to an increasing dependence on expensive imported energy. However, the
presently available technologies for utilizing local renewable energy
resources such as the sun and wind are still expensive and limited in their
application. Wood and other local fuels for cooking are becoming limited in
some islands with the over-exploitation of local resourees.

WASTE DISPOSAL. The most important environmental problem in the region in
terms of the number of countries affected is the disposal of the wastes
resulting from both population concentration and imported materials. 0ver
60% of the countries report problems in disposing of eolid wastes,
particularly carsr appliances, cans, bottles, etc. Disposal sites for these
non-degradable materials are limited, and are often poorly managed, The
disposal of liquid wastes, particularly human wastes, is a problem in 90% of
the countries. Systems for the collection and treatment of these wastes are
costly and difficult to maintain, Presently used systems such as septic
tanks are often inadequate due bo poor design and lack of maintenance. In
spite of great efforts at rural sanitation, facilities are still rudimentary
or entirely lacking in many rural areaa. Most Pacific urban aleas have
local pollution problems with their attendent health risks. There are some
serious but localized industrial waste disposal problems.





TOXIC CHEMICALS. With the worldwide concern about Loxic chemicaLs such aspesticides, herbicides, and insecticides, it is normal that this problem israised frequently in -the region. The smaller the island, the greater therisk to its essential enviionmental resources from a toxic chemicalaccident. Many small aceidents have al.ready occurred in the region, butsince there is little or no monitoring of toxic chemicals, their effectshave gone largely unrecognized. Druris have rusted and leaked into soil andgroundwaLer, cyclones have destroyed and spilled agricultural stores, andchemicals have intentionally been poured into strearis ana tatoons to killfish' Some countries have unwanted chemicals that they cannot safelydispose of. There have been poisonings from inadequate packaging andIabelling' As toxic chemicals are used in increasing luantities inagriculture and to contro.L disease-carrying insecbs, theie are increasingrisks .of pollution and ofl residues in food ".oi". More-lhan half thecountries report. environmental problems assoeiated with toxic chemical use.It is evident that..such dangerous materiaLs must be selected, stored, andused with wisdom, with a much greater knowledge of local conditions thanoften exists at present.

oIL P0LLUTI0N' White the South Pacific region is not on major tankerroutes' about one quarter of the countries r6port existing oir pollutionproblems. There are smalr oir spills rroi port accidents, leaks inpipelines or storage depots, and shipwreeks. Tfbse spilfs-rrave rortunatelyonly affected small areas, extending [o a few kitometres of coastline atmost' Since tankers of some size do deliver oil supplies t,o the region, therisk of. a rarge spitl is small but present. There is little capacity in theregion to control oil spills or to. respond quickry in the uu"[t of a majoraccident' 0ver 8096 of the countries-are concerned about the effects ontheir Fesources of such a major spill, and there is therefore great interestin contingency pJ.anning for 6it pollulion contro]..

T:::tflIultt:...]!:.p"ol1ems.. ?f .radioacrive pollution in rhe resion have
l:::^*::..?. "r!!"":. of poritical oiscu;"i;; "IJ-;;;;;.n.'"ri"i"'i3'll,,jlJIe lo I tctLuldJ.

::1+?::ti:lly on Niue,. "1! residuat conraminarion on some isrands from.q4qttqo I luill

:il:i""^:::l:lt l:."pol:.!":!i?s prosrammes. whire tnere--is ireat concerni["ri""ii"",'"-illihi;"';il;nrnnneo/ drrm^i -!----- - r

?:"??::f^orTl1?n.::_:l::?ee of nuctear.wasres near ;r-i;'rh;-;;;;""1'rn"""
er l9 I rox,D ul

i::iffi:r:l:,?:}::1ol.t.,,ltTu_ :f" erearesr fear i;-F";;-;i tnu unknown,

for action.
Lr ls Ul ll(t tUWl I t

f::r::i.,studies and pubric education iourd n"rp-to provide a regionar basis

AIR POLLUTI0N. The scale of
size of the South pacific,
problem. However, half thein urban areas or associated

human activities is very
and therefore there is no
countries report localized

L-

with particular industries.
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P0PULATION. It is not possible to generalize about the human population
situation in the South Pacific region. Some islands have an increasingpopulation; others a stable or even decreasing population as a result ofemigration. Within a countryr the movement of people to the capital orurban eentres may be depopulating the rural areas or outer islands.Nevertheless, isrands, because of their smarr size, are timited in the
number of people they can support, and over 60![ of the countries report someconcern about their population_growth or the carrying capacity of theirislands. Fortunately, actual cases of serious oveicr6wding are rare andLocalized in the Pacific region at the moment.

Devei.opment trends and their environmental consequences

As development continues in the Pacific islands, it will be importantto. look not only at the direct environmental effects oi po"ii"ur"* p"bj"et",but a-Lso at the interaction between different projects that may affect thesame tesources or the overaLl system. The SPREP country reports give asummary of development trends and thus give an idea br poJsibteenvironmental problems to come.

AGRICULTURE. The limited land area of many islands and t.he distance frompotential markets mean that most agricullural development- is directedtowards import substitution and only small-scale expansion of existingexport- crops. There should therefore be a slow advance in conventionalagriculture for meat and food crops, with some furtner oeveiopment of foodprocessing industries near to the production sites. 0n those islands wherelarge land resources are available For agricultural development, there issome unease that mistakes made elsewhete in developing unsuitable land or inestablishing unsuitable typgs of agriculture should-not-b;-;il"ated on thePacificrs vul-nerable soils. There ii interest in the potential of perennialcrops in the region, minimizing the need for cul[ir.ti;;; exposed soirsurfaces, and radical changes to-the.soil organic cycles. -ihe 
matcninq ofcrop to soil conditions will be a basic requiiement for the maintenance ofsoil. nutrients, structure and produetivity. The use of agriculturalehemicaLs such as fertilizers and pesticides is increasing, and there isconcern about their effects on the bmall island anO lagooi'"ystems. There

Till. probably be an increasing number of accidents iitn such chemicals,leading to increasing controls on their use.

FoRESTRY' In those countries with_significant timber resources, forests arecoming under increasing pressure frori external interests 
"""king wood astimber and as a raw miterial. Because of the importance of forest toconservation and to soil and water management, forest 

"rpioit"iion projectswill need to be looked at with great caie.





Bad experiences with large-scale forestry projects may lead to smaller-scaLeoperations more suited [o the isrand siluatiEn. The establishment of meansof ensuring the balanced. management of the forest resource to provide forsustainability while taking ai uconomic crop is an urgent and critical needin .the region- The control of forest ctearing-ano reafforestation are bothmade eomplicated by land tenure systems wni"n Leave customary ownerscomplete freedom of land use. In thoie countries where ]and is available,timber production and processing wilr be developed with incr""ding emphasison plantation forest, often of Jxotic species, managed for sustained yield.There will be increasing problems of balan"inq rJnd uses for-forestry andfor agriculture. and othJr' purposes. The responsible management ofl theforest resource is probably the most urgent environmental issie facing manyPacific countries ul tne present time.

l"lINrNG' Mining wirr continue to be a very important form of resource use inseveral countries, and some which have not previously exploited mineralresources consider that mining development is likely. orr-"nore petroleumexploration can be expected to increase. while mining has brought qreateeonomic. prosperity to some 
- 
eountries, it has had substantial anddevastating local environmental effects. witn increasing internationalinterest in minerals, several countries stress the need to establish moreeffective means of ensuring that in future mining proposals are assessed forenvironmentar impact and that environmental saFeguards are included indevelopment approvals. It is important that governments throughout theregion should realize that the international mining industry now expects tolive with stringent environmental protuction reluirements.

!luljl';""T::ni:?: ::::::':::1lv ir:ho": in. the rasoons and on rhe reers,;" ;;iilirJ"'rlln"il"lffll:Tha, ,-|.. ! L^I*::i ,1n",.:0"!_::""h rish;;t'it;;ri--p""t"oiv" h;"'ii;ti" 'Jiiiti|ifixiiS;
:If::j-t"-^jn:_ "?gi:l: rhe, ln""u""ins--;;:;;;"""'i"oiJ::i;s 1;T#::ffi;j::::::" "?!_Lh: _in-shore catchins oF 'riuu ;;; i;;ilil, "il,rlll;il;:;| 4r rgt eqof I t!

::::::?.::^ol::fl"hins and co39!gl deveropment impacrs deplere rhe resource.
llii":*:Hi, :":-.::, 1:i^:?:,l, lllii"-;ffi;;;ili pffi1i ";[.'i;"'"i"ii]l'"!i;
i:tli:?l^"?ll 9:""rop onlv slowrv.- il;;;-;iii illirFi""it lijl,"i5oill"tlll;"'i;;-;il;,.":;::
RURAL DEVILoPMENT' Development in the rural areas is a widespread priorityin the region' 

,As it proceeds, there will be increasing confricts betweendifferent land uses for agriculture, iorestry,' ;;t;; catchment,conservation, etc' There will be-an. increasing need to- achieve a greaterdegree of compatibility between the traditionai rand tenure systems and moreeffective land and. iesource planning. inu-"ont"or of roreilrv and miningoperations, watershed nanagement, con6ervation of fauna ano fiora, and soirconservation must be on a legar basis totalry-Jifferent from a-country usinga Freehold land title systeml
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The alternative will be continued deterioration of essential island
resources. Governments will need to develop comprehensive planning
including physical plans based on inventories of critical resources. The
major environmental health problems in villages will be overcome through a
considerable investment in rural infrastructure.

URBANIZATI0N. Urban development through the movement of people from the
rural areas to government and commereial centres is a major trend cited in
the country reports. With continuing urbanization, there will be an
increase in conditions of overcrowding, poor housing, waste disposaldifficulties' and a generally poor human environment, wheie growth outstripsthe capacily of countries to provide housing and support services.
Urbanization also increases expensive energy consumption. The need to
provide employment for urban dwellers leads to a concentration of industrial
development and its assoeiated pollution. The increasing population
Pressures in the region will largely be reflected in towns and cities. Some
countries are concerned about the possible return of large numbers of
overseas emigrants, and these too would tend to settle in urban centres.
Ihe continued development of infrastructure projects such as roads, ports,
and airports, will have some environmental impact.

INDUSTRY. There will be further major industrial projects associated with
the processing of minerals, fish, and agricultural products. Smaller-scale
industries may develop For import substitution in some countries.
Processing industries will have to be required to incorporate the bestanti-pollution technologies available into their design, as they are
required to do in many other parts of the world. OECD work has shown thatsuch technologies are not crippling financially, especially when
incorporated into the initial design and not added 

- as an after-design
requirement.

T0URISM. Tourism, with its associated accommodation, transport, and support
services, is considered likely to be highly important in many parts of'the
regionr though severaL countries have stipulated that such ievelopment will
be. cautious, gradual and carefully planned. Emphasis is praced on
atLracting Japanese tourists in the northwest part of the region, the
Americans in the central and northeast, and the Australian and New- Zealandtourists in the south. A mixing of all sources plus tourists from Europeand Southeast Asia is envisaged for the whole region. The development bf
tourism will require the development and protection of island amenities andtourist sites so that the industry does not destroy the very qualities thatattract tourists to the region. As the competition for toirists increases,there will be an emphasis on appropriate types of tourism development, 

"ndon better planning of tourist infrastructure such as beaches and parks.





ENERGY. The high price of lossil energy is forcing attention on other formsof renewable energy, and hydro-electrii developmen[ is being planned in manyareas. Such projects will require careful consideration to minimize
environmental costs.. _Energy farming based on exotie tree crops, cassava, orsugar cane For alcohol fuels is being considered seriously and could bring a
new surge of development to tropical agriculture and tree cropping. Tieeplanting for fuel wood is also possible. Skilled and well-informed
management of the land will be necessary if this is to avoid soil erosionand other deterioration. Competition with other essential land uses will
al'so be a problem. Some smaller islands may divert copra production intococonut oil based fuels. The cutting oi tne existing n"tiuu forests forenergy is being proposed, but both the sustainabilit,y oF tnis resource andthe impact on native species should be carefully exarnined. There wiII be anincreased use of solar energy where the considerable investment makes thispractical. The wider use of wind, wave and ocean thermal energy must awaitthe development of economic technologies at an appropriate scale for theregion.

OCEAN P0LLUTI0N. There are increasing pressures for the dumping in thePacific 0cean of nuclesr and othJr toxic wastes originating in theindustrialized countries. Such dumping will ereate a risk 6f contimination,particularly through oceanic food chains. With inereased oil exploration
and transportation, the risk of major oil spills is arso growing. A spillin the wrong prace could be diiastrous for an island iountry's marineresources. There will be potential pollution dangers from the mining of seabottom mj-nerals, and disruption to marine ecology from the exploita[ion ofocean thermal energy diiferences. Careful consideration will need to begiven to regional .ocean dumping and pollution regulations, to permit oceandisposal by island countries oF non-toxic wastes they cannot dispose of ontheir limited land areas, while prohibiting th; kinds of dumping thatthreaten the regional environment.

THE ISLAND sYsTEM. _ The greatest environmental problem facing the countriesof the region will be to balance the diFferent requirements of their islandsystem. More than 5096 of the eountries are already concerned that they areapproaching their carrying capacity. It is thereflr" e"suntial to determinewhat will be the most-limited iesources, and to plan carefully to ensurethat all_the peoples'needs can be met on a sustainable basis. The coastalzone will need to be a particular focus of attention, with nerv legalcontrols and eo-ordinated government action to plan .nd r"n"ge this vi[alsector of the environment. It will be necessary for governm"nt" to chooseappropriate kinds of development and to be conscious tfiat some developments
may be impossible in their island situation.
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The contribution of environmental manaqement to development

The SPREP country reports indicate that environmental management is
becoming increasingly integrated into governmental concerns and development
plans' although the means to implement government desires in this area are
far from adequate. The foJ.lowing section summarizes the state of the
environmental management capacity of countries of the region.

An effective nabional programme of environmental management should
include the formulation of government policy and the adoption of appropriate
legislative modifications and administrative procedures to implement thatpolicy. The government needs to know the present state of its resources and
environment and what is happening to them, requiring assessment, scientiFic
inf,:rmation, research and monitoring. 0n the basis of the available
information, plans need to be adopted or modified and the planning process
itself developed, and aetions need to be undertaken through development,
control and conservation projects. The whole process requires education of
the general public, the training of personnel and/or the use of outside
experts, and the development of facilities and equipment,

P0LICY. The country reports reflect a high degree of policy commitment to
environrnental protection and enhancement, but a good deal of concern about
how sueh policies can be implemented. Most countries are mindful of the
relevance of environmental issues in development planning, but have realdifficulty in expressing environmenta.L policy in teims of economic
development plans. As in most other countries, the reconciliation oF
sustainable economic advancement with social compatibility and environmental
protection and enhancement is a critical process which is difficult toattain perhaps this is especially so in many Pacific countries because
anticipatorv policies are needed more than curative policies.

There is a traditional feeling for wise environmental management among most
Pacific peoples. Beeause islands are small-scale fragile ecosystemsl many
village customs and unwritten rules of behaviour have been based on inbuilt
concern for environmental protection. These traditions can be readily
incorporated in government policies, but the balancing of these against thi
new values of economic development and the values of other cultures is an
extremely difficult political process.
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specific references in the country reports indicate a surpDisinglywidespread application. of policy throlgh fbrmal prannint-p"o"u""u". There
:i:^^r"nl_ .:f:l:n:"* ro _economic deveiopment pr;;;; t;'Jil;;r re*eationI I |'UI EiILION

fl""::;. l:,,::iltll^i"n:rlJ:"Tig: . 
and a;--;;;;qv prinnins. ---io,e 

country
ilol;:"r:11i:"::.,:l:l_-tn:?e_praining n13""3"u"'i""'io"nr.l"or";"1-""il;li;;

er,e rqLsr vcrurunu or fnesg plans all
:::T^::.,""::g:i:? environmenral.protection and enhaneement as one of rheI UI]G' L'I LIIE

::::::?: ,:3lfli::: that must be secured w*hin the prime objective ofeconomie development.

Tlrere is frequent reference
objective polieies, but theat both formuLation and
establish and achieve truly

to the relative ease ofgreat diflficulty is achieving
implementation stages which
multi-objective policies.

developing single
the co-ordination
is necessary to

The experience of Banaba has made a deep impression on some countriesproviding an object lesson on the ultimale effects of policies weightedsubstantialry to economic. objectives. curtural values and traditions havebeen prominent in most country-statements 
""-poii"ies which generarry can besummed up as 'rseeking the development of natural resources iitn ""n"itivityto culturar traditioni and values, .and with compatibility to the protectionand enhancement of the physical and sociar environment,,.

LEGISLATI0N' There.is a.. great dear ofl environmental legislation in pacificcountries' reflecting the care which has traditionally been required tomaintain environmentir quarity in smarl isorateJ -'""o"f"t"r". 
watermanagement, especiarry the piotection of water 

"rpfiy-'"Jt"nrunts andaquafers. from pollution and excessive draw-off, the control of animal andplant introductions, wildlife conservation often in relation to hunting,forest protection, and park and reserve estabrishment - these issues arecovered by legislation in many countries. Legisration for the environmentalassessment of deveropment proiects and the -control 
of-poirrtion and toxicchemicals is less common. s6me reports stated that the legisrative base isadequate, if the wirr and abirity tb appry ir,"-r", ,";; ;a;;;;;" _ and thismight well generarry appry t;. !p" 1egion 

'"" 
a whore. Fo" reg.rratingenvironmental management" i; relation io-p""""ures from within the negion,existing laws complemented by traditional customs and unwritten rures ofconduct may werr, be adequate if tneir-appiitation and enforcement can beimproved' But there is '"u"t concern thal in dealing wisery with outsidepressures for the use of resoutces such as minerals and timber a much firmerregal base may be necessg"y in many eountries. No country appears to havean environmental statute wtriirr compietely meets its needs, probably becausemany have been moderled on examples 'oniy marginally relevant to theircircumstances' Emphasis ofLen lies on [fr" aesthetics of environmentalprotection rather than the imperative of resou""" 

"on"ervation.
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The reports refleet a keenness to work together on Iegislation for
environmental protection both in the field of international conventions and
in the design of national laws. The effective implementation of the
Regional Plant Protection Donvention illustrates the value of a regional
approachr and several reports have suggested that advice and assistance
would be welcome in elarifying the responsibilities, advantages and
disadvantagesr of adherence to a range of international environmental
eonventions.

There is concern that legislation to control the exploitation of biological
resources on land and in eoastal waters is difficult to design becauie of
inadequate knowledge of the biological processes involved, and is difFicult
to implement because of traditional freedoms and to police because of the
Iarge areas involved.

ADMINISTRATI0N. The administrative arrangemenbs necessary to implement
national environmental polieies differ considerably among countries. Some
countries have a council or a committee or a secretary to develop policy,
and it? implementation is in the hands of the operating agencies. Some
regard the policy development body as 'rthe environmentil watchdog" also.
Other countries have an environmental protection board which has direct
eontrol of environmental matters by regulation, permit, and classiFication.
In some countries I'conservation'r is set aside as the specific responsibility
of one department, with other aspects of environmental management spread
throughout the government system. At this stage, the poli-y developmentactivity seems to be more effeetive bhan the systim for incorporating thatpolicy into planning.

There is widespread concern about lack of effective eo-ordination and almostall countries are seeking advice or guidelines in this area. Both at policy
level and at the individual project level the incorporation of environmentai
values and the results of environmental assessments present realdifficulties. The process is a complex piece of machinery of government inall countries, but it is made more difFicult in Pacific countries because of
the shortage of skills in environmental assessment, very limited experiencein multi-objective planning, and some problems in modifying Lhe
administrative systems to receive a new input. There is also concern that asubstantial additional bureeucracy might arise in incorporating
environmental factors into national progiammes. It should be possibfe t5avoid this if the principles are clearly delineated and functions areclearly established and understood.
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'ASSESSMENT. Assessment means deciding on the value or worth of a project or
aetivity, and must inelude not only economic, but also environmental and

. social costs and benefits. Adequate assessment is essential for sound
government decision-making. Judgments of vaLue must be made by skilled
people based on information about the environment, resources and processes
to be affected. Some of the necessary information is in the scientific and
technical literature, but it is generally unavailable and in forms that
cannot be used in the region without interpretation. 0ther information
exists locally, but it is difficult to keep up to date. Much is simply not
known at all, and will require further surveys and research. Bringing
together and evaluating this information is one of the major ehallenges of
environmental assessment.

There seems to be a generaf concern that there is very little expertise
available in the region in environmental impact assessment or in translating
environmental information into the planning process. This is to be
expected, fot it is a ttsecond generation integrative functiontr, and most of
the countries of the region are still at a very early stage in developing
their teams in bhe primary scientific disciplines. Several countries have
requested guidelines for environmental. assessment procedures and their
incorporation into planning acbivities. There may be dangers in assuming
that environmental impact assessments take care of environmental issues. In
fact they only provide addit,ional information For the decision-maker to take
into account.

There is considerable uncertainty about the role of environmentaL assessment
and its application to the decision-making process, because of the shortage
of real expertise in both assessment and applieation proeessess. This is a

'rchicken and eggtt situation in which recognition of assessment depends on
high calibre expertise, and the availability of high calibre experts depends
on recognition oF the importance of bheir role.

In fields in which country reports indicate that assessment skills are
likely to be needed in the near future, high priority is given to the
effects of sedimentation and organic pollution on Iagoons and reefs an
area in which the lack of basic knowledge of processes is limiting
understanding. SoiI deterioration consequent on unsuitable agricultural
development has alerted some countries to inadequate assessment in this
area, and the need for more skilful assessments in the future. The
management, of pesbicides so that they are fully effective on their target
without entering non-target areas of the environment necessarily involving
development of integrated pest control techniques, i.s a matter oF reaL
concern in many countries. So is management of mangroves so that suFficient.
areas are retained in good condition to fulFill their key roLe in
estuarine/lagoon/open sea biological systems. The control of coastal
sediment movement to avoid coastal erosion also receives emphasis.
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In human settlements, sewage disposal in unserviced areas, the effective
disposal of non-biodegradable wastes and the avoidance of juxtaposition of
incompatible land uses require assessment skills. The incorporation of
i:ourism into island environments with the least practicable disturbance, and
the minimizing and containing of the effects of mining and hydro-electric
deveropment will be major projects to be assessed in the near future.

Oil spillage from land-based installations, from offl-shore exploration, and
from ship and tanker accidents, is particularly serious in a coral
reef/Iagoon situation, and many countries have stressed the urgency of
essessment and control measures. Major spills or leaks at sea would convert
the open sea from a pollution-receiving sink of high capacity to a source of
danger to the coastal zone on which people are so dependent. There issimilar concern about the dumping of toxic materials (including nuclear
wastes) in an ocean at present virtually unpolluted, and assessment skills
of the highest order will be necessary if people are to have confidence in
the evaluation of potential effects.

0vera11 r assessment of environmental impact of policies and projects in the
Pacific region is well behind the basic data available, and the development
of assessment skills relevant to these environments is urgent if future
development is to be environmentally sound.

In those areas where knowledge is inadequate to make sound assessments,
further research wiII need to be encouraged. Although the regional capacityfor research fundamental to wise environmental management is limitedr'therl
are centres with active research programmes which provide the opportunity
for co-operative work with many institutions and research workers from
outside the region. The University of the South Pacific at Suva with the
South Paeific Regional College of Agriculture at Alafua in Western Samoa,
the University of Papua New Guinea at Port Moresby, the PNG University of
Technology at Laen and the University of Guam, all have research programmes
operating in disciplines of environmental significance. 0f particular
relevance are the Marine Laboratory of the University of Guam, and the Atoll
Research unit of the University of the south Pacific in Kiribati.
The SPCrs own researeh programme, ORSTOM and the Pasteur Institute in New
Caledonia, and t,he local research programmes of government agencies add to a
substantial research effort within the region. From countries peripheral to
the region, universities and government agencies in Hawaii, Australia and
New Zealand have many co-operative proqlDammes, and the East-West Centre at
Hawaii has a number of projects involving the region. There are some largeinternationally sponsored programmes operating in the area such as the SpC
Tuna and Billfish Assessment Programme. There is a substantial body of
information available on geology, soils, and vegetation, from surveys made
over many years.





0veral], the picture is of quite extensive research activity, commanding aconsiderabre measure of world interest and support, 6ut based onunco-ordinated initiaLives from a large number of institutions. At thisstage, there seems to be a need for. a ieappraisal of research emphasis. Forexample, soil research should probably 'move 
from basic characterizationtowards interpretation according to the capaeities and limitations ofPacific island soils, and thence to their suilability for u""iou" forms ofagriculture and forestry use. 0n the other hand, reef and lagoon managementIacks a well-documented understanding of the ecologie"f fio"usses takingplace in this ecosystem, and if real p"6g"""" is to be-mader'"-"on""rted andco-ordinated effort in basic research- is necessary. A well-presentedprogramme would . probably attract participation by researeh institutions ofhigh standing and capacity.

The gradual extension of resource utilization into deep water fisheries isopening up new areas for research which can only praclicably be carried outon a regional or international basis. The SPC bti.p;act< and'Tuna programmesillustrate how substantial progress can be made by'i well-designed projectand this could _establish a paitern for future ori-snore-"4;;i;" appJ.ied toother eLements of marine resoufces.

A major lack is of information about the changes in the status of local
. 
Levers of polrution over time, as [his knowredge is essentialthe need and urgency for rocar correctivu aition. simpre

programmes are needed- to provide this information, particurarlyand mangrove areas, land use, freshwater and coaslal porlution,residues, endangered species, reef health and fisheries resources.of_ water supplies is already carried out in most eountries -public health authorities. The techniques and resources for suchcourd perhaps be most economicarly'co-ordinated on a regionar

I''IANAGEMENT APPROACHES. 0nce environmentar assessments have beendecisions must be taken and implemented through a series ofactions. One of the most important areas foi gou"";r"nienvironmental management is through comprehensive ptaniing.
Most of the countries report on development plans which are an establishedeLement in their adminisiration or are shortly to become so esLablished. Itis a sign of the rapid broadening of view that, though the earlier planswere solely economic, almost all of the later ones include environmentaleonsiderations, some_with only a minor role, but some as a very importantelement of the overall plan.
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As in most countries, single objective planning follows readily along
established procedures, but the necessary co-ordination among government
departments and other agencies is hard to achieve for multi-objective
planning, such as for environmental protection and enhancement.

The standard of physical base data available to planning authorities is
generally very adequate. There is good information on soils and geology,
and in most areas aerial photographic cover is of a high standard.
Biological data is much less available, and mueh less readily translated
into planning terms. More work is required to develop useFul planning tools
such as map overlays that can help to synthesize data for planning purposes.

Though many countries have planning processes which include environmental
impact procedures, in fact these are often not enforced or taken into
aecount. The lack of local skilled and knowledgeable people, both to make
assessments and to apply the information in making decisions, is a major
handicap. In addition, procedures developed elsewhere are not easily scaled
down to the small size of many island governments. This whole area seems to
require considerable thought, consultation, and exploration, and could be
suitable for regional collaboration in developing appropriate guidelines.

Action may also call For the modifieation of development projects, or their
monitoring to ensure that decisions are respected and corrective actions
taken if necessary. Where essential resources are threatened, protective
measures may be in order. While some environmental measures may increae
costsr it has been found that effective environmental management based on
carefuL assessment and planning early in the conceptual stag- of projects
can often be more economical than unregulated development.

Reports indicate that in many places policy-makers consider environmental
management to be concerned only with pollution controLs and conservation
measures rather than the balanced and efficient use of all natural
tesources. This misconeeption leads to a reluctance to incorporate
environmental factors in management decision-making, In fact the ultimategoals of environmental management and developmenL are the same : the
improved welfare of the people on a sustainable basis.

There appears to be quite widespread doubt that present environmental
procedures may be strong enough to withstand increasing pressure for rapid
and sometimes unwise developrnents in the near future. The development of an
environmental assessment process appropriate to Pacific island eonditions is
therefore urgent. In some countries, more rigorous planning is likely to be
used - a difficult operation within the customary lanJ tenure iystem.
coastal-management plans, town plans, and even rurar land use plans are
contemplated. Disaster contingency plans are being worked on with
widespread attention to plans for the control of oil spills. Regional oilspill conLingency plans are advocated by many countries.
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AII except the largest islands are single
in which a change in forest cover or river
a coastaL fishery on the other side of
management approaches and planning must
whole island system in an integrited
capacity to do this will be a major
resource use conflicts increase.

IMPLEMENTATION. Actions can only be carried out if there are people to dothe work, and if the necessary equipment and facilities are available.Since much environmental managlment depends on the individual actions of
many people in such things as caring for their land and disposing of their
wastes properly, environmental. education is important in the schools and for
!h". general public. People skilted in monitoring, assessment, planning anddecision-making are essential, either within the government, or available asoutside experts when needed. The country reports have indicated the majorrequirements in these areas.

EDUCATI0N. Throughout
tertiary institutions
education, there is
as teaching aids.
present teaching

It is not in fact
each country; the
applieation stage

the education system, through primary, secondary, and
and in the various media for pubric information and

need for the provision of relevant basic materiar such
There is widespread concern expressed that much of the

material is irreLevant to the island environment : wherespecial material has been prepared by the sPC, it has been much appreciated,but even this does not appry to a1l different island situations.

practicable to provide individually
only solution is to improve teacher
can be handled more adequately.

The presence of active tertiary institutions within the region, alI showingreal interest in environmental questions and introducing environmentalconcepts in science_ teaching, will eventually lead to a re-focussing ofteaching at all levels. But it witt take time. In the interim, the sufiplyof teaching materials, and well-presented information for radio and press
seem the most eff,ective measures to take. SPREP in itself will be a test ofthe effectiveness of public information and education methods in the region.

PERSONNEL. The country reports give a picture of
which is taking place at too fait a rate for the
available and their level of experience. There isin the area, and it seems especially diffieult
environment field

Environment,/Wp .1

integrated environmental systems,
flow, for instance, might damage
the island. Government resource

therefore be developed to cover the
fashion. Strengthening governmentsl

priority in the years to come as

tailored material for
training so that this

development and change
number of trained people
a shortage of graduates
to retain them in the
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Researeh, planning, assessment and management are aII short of the type of
people necessary to make the decisions which are now being forced on the
region.

Two areas of special concern which arise from eountry reports are the lack
of skills in environmental assessment, and a lack of comprehensive
experience in environmental legislation. Both these areas are critical to
orderly development planning for the region, and both merit special
consideration within the SPREP framework.

0UTSIDE EXPERTS. Most countries report that they have fairly ready access
to outside experts either through bilateral arrangements (government to
government, or institution to institution) or through the SPC or other
international agencies. Long-term bilateral arrangements have been
particularly productive : shorter-term consultancies have been productive
when they have been concerned with a specific problem, which has been
clearly defined. The ability to recognize the problem and define it clearly
is a skill which must be developed within the countries if outside expert
assistance is to be used effectively and efficiently.

Some interchange of experts within the region is developing, particularly
fostered by SPC. This will lead to strengthening the regional conceptr a
comparison and pooling of knowledge, and a stimulation of experts who might
otherwise become highly localized.

FACILITIES and EQUIPMENT. Though there are some centres in the region which
have a reasonable range of basic equipment and adequate operating facilities(e.g. the universities, some government departments, and the SPC), it is
inevitable that small independent countries should be very restricted in
what they can afford to maintain or have the staff to operate. Most of the
smaller countries have equipment for basic monitoring of essential aspeets
of the environment (usually public health) and many have arrangements with
larger neighbouring countries, sometimes facilitated by SPC, for more
sophisticated monitoring when it appears necessary.

Isolation from mainLenance services also limits the degree of sophistication
of equipment which is possible in many countries. The expense of special
visits by service men, or long down-times waiting for regular maintenance
earls make much useful equipment quite uneconomic in the Pacific.

Several country reports, however, suggest that the effective usefulness of
existing equipment could be increased by better co-ordination of its use
within the individual countries. Acceptable ways of ensuring that equipment
is available on an inter-agency basis, rather than being held for its own
use. by only one agency, would be one low-cost means of improving efFective
equipment availability.
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Conclusions

This brief review of the state of the environment in the South pacific
based on reports from nearly all countries of the region demonstrates theimportance of regional co-operation in environmentil matters throughactivities such as the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme. AIIthe countries share a common natural heri[age, especially of similar islandtypes' which provides the basis for -shared expeiience. Whi1e the
environmental situation in general is far from serious, there is no room forcomplacency. A series of increasingly widespread problems is reducing theproductive capacity of island natural resources, endangering the healti andwell-being of the people, and increasing the risk of acciden[s. It is clearthat some islands at least are getting closer to the limits of certain

Equipment and personnel must
people will inevitably require
be ineffective and frustrated.
to plan its use and to operate
recognize the costs involved in

resourees and thus to
also apparent that some
Iong been accepted that
island either.

. - The governments of the South Pacific region are concerned about theseproblemsr os illustrated by the. widespread support for SPREP. They areresponding within the limits of their resources, but the Pacific is vait and
complex relative to the small size of its human population. Most countriesIack the knowledger personnel and material means [o implement what they seeas . necessary and desirable. It is not possible simply to transplant theelaborate environmental. procedures developed elsewhire. More appropriatealternatives are_required, perhaps combining national and regional elements.
The Action PIan for SPREP will help to defiie the next steis to take tomaintain and improve the South Pacific environment for the benefit of itspeople.
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be matched. Additional qualified technical
additional equipment - without it they will
Sophisticated equipment without the expert

it is wasted. It is important that countries
maintaining this essential balance.

problems and risks concern the whole region. It has
"no man is an islandtr, but today, no island is an

bheir capacity to support their inhabitants. It is
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SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

pRAFT 50UTH pACrfIg 
?-ECLARATT0N 0N NATURAL RESoURCES

AND THE ENVIRONMENT

This Conference :

Havinq regard to the Declaration of the UN Conference on the Human
Environment adopted in Stockholm in 1972 and the desirability for a
regional declaration within the south pacific framework;

Notinq the World Conservation Strategy;

Recgqnizing that the environment of the South Pacific Region has features
"99h as tropical rain forests and small island/Iagoon/reef ecosystems
which require special care in responsible management;

Tabinq into account the traditions and cultures of the Pacific people
which incorporate wise management, born of their long history of living
successfully in the region, as expressed in accepted customs and rules of
conduct;

Seefinp to- enFure that resource development for the benefit of the peopleshall be in harmony with the maintenance of the unique environmentalquality of the region and the evolving principles of suetained resource
mansgementr particularly in view of increasing population densities;

Fuildinq on the established processes of regional co-operation based on
independence, consultation and consensua;

Declares that :

I' The resources of land, see and air which ere the basis of life andcultures for South Pacific peoples must be eontrolled withresponsibilityr and safeguarded for the benefit of present and futuregenerations, through sustained resouree management.

2. Integrated environmental, economic, social and resouDce planning and
management is essential to ensure sustainable rational use oF tneland and sea resources of the region, and the greatest enhancement of
human well-being.

1 4s9/Br
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n &6st€fitia1 programme of public information, education and training
including the reciuitment of environmental expertise is necessary to
AevrfuP basic environmental understanding by the people and to
produce the skills necessary for effective environmental assessment

and management.

Appropriate and enforceable legal instruments and institutional
arrangements are a necessary basis for effective integration of
environmental. concern with the whole development ploce.ss. 

^^e"vrr""+;';;ft;i; 
S t(L.-.'<s rnako^t1 I T4-'tis' 

!- tv 5ct.zl-t"
A systemT of designated ireasy'is essential.for 'the protection of
traditional use of iesources, 6nd should be included in the plans for
development.

The economic utilization of resourees, particularly forests and

fisheries, should be based upon reliable inFormation to ensure
sustainabie production without over-exploitation or damage to the
environment and affected peoples.

The rate and nature of discharges of non-nuelear wastes shall not
,exceed the capacity of the environment to absorb them without harm to
the environment and to the people who live from it'

\ j6Ya1e {
The ) ieieasu of nuclear wastes into the South Pacific regional
environment shall be Prevented.

The vulnerability of much of the region to environmental and economic
damage from natural and man-made disasters requires the development
of nitional and regional contingency plans and prevention Programmes.

Regional co-operation should be further developed as an effective
mein" of helping the countries and territories of the South Pacifie
to maintain and-improve their shared environment and to enhance their
capacity to provide a present and future resource base to support the
needs and maintain the quality of life of the people.

Traditional conservation praetices and technology and traditional
systems of land and reef tenure adaptable for modern resource
min"gement shatl be encouraged. Traditional environmental knowledge
will-be sought and considereJ when assessing the expected effects of
development projects.

Involvement and participation of directly affected people in the
management of their resourcea, including the decision-making Processt
should be encouraged.

5,

6.

7.

6tvu* 8'
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10.

11.
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SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

DRAFT ACTION PLAN FOR

T OF THE SOUTH PACIFI

INTRODUCTION

The South
Council of the
areatr in which
components of the
regional agencies
Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation (SPEC) - will fulfil its catalytic
role by fostering the design and adoption oF a regional Action Plan by the
countries of the region.

2. The area of application of the ACI1AO Plqn is
area of reponsibility of the South Pacific Commission, together with any
associated national maritime resource management zones.

Countries and territories within this area are !

American Samoa
Cook Islands
Federated States of Micronesia
Fiji
French Polynesia
Guam
Kiribati
Marshall Islands
Nauru
New Caledonia
Niue

Papua New
Pitcairn
Solomon
Tokelau
Tonga
TuvaLu
Vanuatu
WaIIis and Futuna
Western Samoa

L
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MANAGING THE NATURAL RE

Pacific Region has been designated by the Governing
United Nations Environment Programme as a r,concentration

UNEP, in close co-operation with ESCAP and other relevant
UN system, working through the established eo-operative
- the South Pacific Commission (SPC) and the South

that covered by the

Northern Mariana Islands
Palau

Guinea
Island

Islands
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II. OBJECTIVES

t. The principal objective of the Action Plan is --rrto help the
countries of the South Pacific to maintain and improve their shared
environment and to enhance their capacity to provide a present and future
resource base to support the needs and maintain the quality of life of the
people. 'r

4. The Action Plan is intended to provide a framework for
environmentally sound planning and management, suited to the needs and
conditions of the countries and people in the region, and to enhance their
own environmental capabilities. Particular projects which should be
undertaken under the Action PIan wiII be developed Iater in an operational
programme document. The more specific objectives of the Action Plan are :

4.L Further assessment of the state of the environment in the region
including the impaets of manrs activities on land, fresh water,
Iagoons, reefs and ocean, the effects of these on the quality of
mants environment, and the human conditions which have led to
these impacts.

The development of management methods suited to the environment
of the region whieh will maintain or enhance environmental
quality while utilizing resources on a sustainable basis.

The improvement of national legislation and the development of
regional agreements to provide for responsible and effective
management of the environment.

4.2

4.J

4.4 The strengthening of national
institutional arrangements and
enable the Action PIan to be put
economically.

and regional capabilities,
financial support which will
into effect efficiently and

III. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

5. Regional activities providing formative guidelines for the Action
Plan have been :

5.1 A regional symposium on
I97L.

reefs and lagoons organized by SPC in

a Special Project on Conservation of
appointment of a Regional Ecological

5.2 The initiation
Nature in 1974,
Adviser.

by SPC of
and the
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5.3 Consultations with UNEP Ieading to the suggestion that a SouthPacific Conference on the Human Environment should be held in theregion.

5"4 The request by UNEp in 1975 to SpC to develop
programme lor environmental management for thea Regional ConFerence on the Humin Environment.

5.5 The decision of the South pacific Forum in 1976eonsult with SpC with a view to preparing
eo-ordinated regional approach to the problem
management.

5.7

5.9

5.6 The direction of the Sout,h
comprehensive environmental
environmental interests of all
region be jointly prepared by SPEC and SPC.

country reports and
oF representatives

The reiteration of uN support for the programme at the EScAp/uNEpJoint Programming Meeting in Bangkok in titl.
The endorsement by the l4th Session of ESCAP
March 1978 of rrthe idea of convening a South
on the Human Environment, and recommended that
should be held in co-ordination with SpEC and

5'9 Successive considerations of the proposal submitted to the Forumand the South Pacific Conference leading to refinement andre-definition of the proposal by a speeial rieetinq-oF'-oiri"i"r"in 1978 and subsequent adoption or tne South paiific RegionalEnvironment-Programme by the South Paciflic Forum and the SouthPacific Conference later that year.

5.10 The preparation of lcountry reports'r bycountries of the region as official statementsthe environment, th; trends and problems.

5.lI Il" preparation by invited specialists ofFields identified as of wide importance
analysis of the country reports.

5.I2 The consideration of thea Technical Meeting
countries.

t-

Pacific Conference (L976) that a
programme reflecting the

countries and territories in the

Environment,/Wp.3

a comprehensive
region, including

that SPEC should
prop.osals f or a
of environmental

held in Bangkok in
Pacific Conference
such a conference

sPc. il

l8 governments of
on the state of

'rTopic Reviews" of
to the region from

the topic reviews by
of participating
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5.Lt The very substantial seientific investigations which have been
carried out and reported on in the region eovering geologyl
soils, seas, plants and animals and their inter-relationshipst
together with a smaller but increasing body of investigation into
socio-economic factors and the relationship of man to his
environment.

5.I4 The contributions of institutions of higher education and
research in the region, and the provision of effective platforms
for regional discussion (South Pacific Forum and South Pacific
Conference), and to established bodies for regional action (SPEC

and SPC).

NATURE OF THE ACTION PLAN

6. All components of the Action Plan are inter-dependent and provide a

framework for comprehensive action which should contribute to both the
protection and eontinued development of the region. Each activity is
intended to assist governments and regional organizations to improve the
quality of the information on which environmental management policies are
based.

7. The Action Plan will be implemented by making the fullest possible
use of government and independent institutions in countries of the tegiont
supplemented by appropriate regional bodies (SPC and SPEC), with assistance
from participating countries and international institutions. For some
projects, the assistance of experts from inside and outside the region will
be required.

8. Efforts should be made to co-ordinate the implementation of the
Action Plan with activities being undertaken in other Regional Seas
Programmes, particularly those adjacent to the region.

9. In a subsequent step, the environmental assessment and management
components of the Action Plan will be developed in the form of an
operational programme document, taking into account current and planned
programmes of the participating countries and regional and international
organizations.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT COMPONENT

10. Many of t.he country reports indieate that policy makers consider
environmental management to be primarily concerned with pollution controls
and preservation. The programme will seek to emphasize that environmental
assessment should attempt to establish harmony in the use of natural
resources viewed from the true well-being of people at present and of
future generations.

V.





;
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11. Is the Action Plan, pl9=$y must be gimls the gathering of
information on the processes taki-ng place in naturi i-n typical invironmJntsof the region and how man is modifying these natural piocesses for betteror for worse. A working information exchange at which the findings of
relevant work are assembled, wherever it has been done, and made availabl.ein a readily usable form, is a basic requirement.
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and exploitation, and
matine and adjoining

A directory of institutions and professionars in the region with
expertise in fields relevant to environmental aasessment and management is
a basic resource that is essential to efficient uee of expert rianpower.
The SPC has the production of such a directory under consideration. It
should be given high priority as a preparatory document necessaDy for the
implementation of the Action plan.

13. Although the region has only limited capacity to carry out researchbasic to the wise management of the environment, theie ar" some very aetivetesearch centres. An extensive body of knowledge already exists.Integrating studies building on the basic data availible and translating
Lhem into rrprocessrr terms on which management effects can be superposeJ
would' if well presented, probably attract fhe interest and participationof research institutions oF high standing and capacity. Examples are theland/.Iagoon/reef ecosystem and the mainteiance or reitli[i in tropicalforest soils.

12.

14. The region is short of local expertise in disciplines basic to the
understanding and_monitoring of natural and human-induced processes and tothe management of man-induced land use systems euch as agriculture andforestry. It also lacks the skills of inter-iisciplinary intEgration whichare necessary for sound environmental assessment. A-practical means ofcreating sueh expertise would be to include suitable programmes of basiestudy and training programmes in environmental assessment-at appropriateinstitutions within. -the region. post graduate training i;,' inter-diseiplinary integration requires special emphasis

15. Initial areas which have been identified as requiring environmental
assesament on a regional basis are !

15.1 The impact of sediments, tailings, nutrients, and metallic andorganic pollutants on the river and lagoon/corai reef ecosystems.

L9.2 The impact of land user and industrial and urban development on
mangrove ecosystems.

L5.t The impact of off-shore sea bed exploration
the processing of marine products, on the
ocean environment.
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15.4 The impact of marine oil spills on sensitive coastal environments
of the region.

15,5 The impact of tourism development on land/lagoon/reef ecosystems.

L5.6 The impact of urbanization and increasing population density on

representative environments of the region'

L5.7 Impact of storage and utilization of pesticides on the small
island environment.

15.8 The impact of the burgeoning demand for unprocessed logs for use
outside the region.

Lr.9 The impact of development on the quality and quantity of
available fresh water.

15.10 The impact of subsistence and commercial activities on forests of
the region.

15.11 The impact of natural and artificial radioactivity on people and
the environment.

b.L? The potential dangers to the region of the dumping of hazardous
wastes, particularly nuclear wastes, anywhere in the Pacific.

15.15 The impact of modern education systems and eurrent development
trends on traditional systems of resource management.

16. Effective environmental assessment on a regional basis requires
acceptance of standards and procedures throughout the region, so that
meaningful comparisons can be made. In general, this will involve adoption
of compatible standards and procedures developed elsewhere butr where
necessary, adapting them to Pacific conditions.

Examples are :

15.l The adoption of standardized analytical techniques for measuring
levels and trends of pollution and its effects.

16.2 The development oF quality control in analytical procedures such
as inter-laboratory calibration exercises both within the region
and with outside reference laboratories.
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L6.3 The development of centres of expertise in equipment maintenance
which could be available throughout the region.

L6.4 The development of regionally compatible methodologies for the
handling, validation, and evaluation of data basic to
environmental assessment.

16.5 Though there witl be variation in detail in assessment procedures
according to differences in machinery of government, a
standardization of terminology in the assessment process would
assist in developing regional compatibility

17 ' Successfur regionar assessment depends on the capacity of
individual countries to undertake effective local assessment. Countries
will be encouraged and assisted to establish mechanisms for effecLive
environmental assessment suited to their own particular conditions,
cultures, resources, and needs.

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

18. Continuing soeio-economic development in the region can only be
achieved on a sustainable basis if environmental considerations are
incorporated into the designing of developments. Improved knowledge of
environmental systems may now enable some environmental errors oF the past
to be corrected and avoided in future.

19. The aim of the environmental management eomponent of the Programme
should be :

19.1 To ensure that environmentaL impact assessments are thoroughly
and effectivery carried out, and that the results are
incorporated into management programmes.

L9.2 To ensure that adequate training is provided For all levels of
environmentaL management, so that skilled people are available
within the region.

I9.3 To train managers and policy makers on how to take environmental
considerations into account in management programmes.

L9.4 To encourage the development and effective placement of people
skilled in environmental aspects of development.
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L9.5 To devise ways of making wise use of naturaL resources (such as
land, water, minerals, and forests), balancing utilization with
conservation and preservation, and the needs of present people
with the needs of future generations.

L9.6 To adapt to changing patterns of energy availability without
damaging the environment, including the use of new sourees.

L9.7 To ensure that national and regional environmental management
systems are eompatible and complement each other.

19.8 To develop the framework of laws and international agreements
necessary for wise regional environmental management.

20. The country reports and topic reviews point to certain areas which
are regarded as regionally important. These are 3

20.L The management of the land,/Iagoon/reef ecosystem to maintain its
health and condition.

20.2 The management of mangrove ecosystems bo avoid progressive
deterioration and to utilize their capacity for pollution
absorption.

ZO.t The study of traditional land and marine tenure systems and their
reconciliation with environmental management, especially in
relation to conservation and the designation and management of
feserves.

2O.4 The management oF forests in such a v{ay as to safeguard their
health and vigour.

?O.5 The monitoring and publishing of international prices for
commodities from the region and of royalties and taxes deriving
from their production.

?0.6 The development of a regional control plan to minimize the
effects of major oil spills.

2O.7 The management of fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides in a
small island environment to minimize their movement away from
their point of application.

20.8 The development of the skipjack programme to eover the movements
of other types of fish through the region.
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20.9 The minimization of deleterious environmental effects of
urbanization in the South Pacific.

20.10 The development of a poricy for prohibiting the disposal of
nuclear waste in the region

20.11 The development of regionar policies for the disposal of
non-nuclear wastes.

20.12 The reconciliation of tourism development and environment
protection in the South Pacific.

20,It The development of mining methods with minimum deleterious
eff,ects on the environment.

20.14 The selection, dedication, and management of reserves, both land
and marine, and their incorporation into a planned regionar
pattern of reserves.

2O.L5 The development of regional programmes for the safeguarding of
regionally important endangered species of plants and animals -land and marine.

20.16 The consideration of means, appropriate to the countries of theregion, of bringing the environmental factor effectively into
government decision making.

20,L7 The development of an effective environmental information
exchange to ensure that the best available knowledqe can be
applied to environmental management in the region.

20.18 The development of a regional programme to control litter
problems giving primary consideration to recycling and reuse and
export of recoverable materials.

20.I9 The development of appropriate sub-regional programmes to ensure
the supply of safe domestic water.

?o.20 The recording of traditional knowledge of island natural
resources and its use in complementing our scientific knowledgein the management of those resources,

70.2I The consideration of the effects on the environment oF the
introduction of exotic plants and animals.
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VII. THE LEGAL COMPONENT

2L. Legal agreements generally provide the fundamental basis for
regional co-operation to protect the environment. But in the South PaciFic
region, there is a wide diversity of approaches to environmental law and
very different stages of legal development. Countries have expressed their
need for assistance in developing their environmental legal controls and
assessing the advantages and disadvantages of becoming parties to
international conventions.

22. Most of the countries are small island states and still practise
customary controls. For legislation to be effectiver it must, as far as
possible, be harmonized with customary practices to ensure that laws are
effect,ive and can be enforced.

?3. The Convention on Conservation of Nature in the South Pacific
(L976), not yet in force, could serve as a legal basis for regional
co-operation on conservation in the region. A revised convention
consistent with evolving principles of environmental management may need to
be considered.

24. The legal component should :

24.L ldentiFy existing customary controls, local by-laws and national
legislation relevant to the protection and conservation of the
environment. This should be done by national administrations.

?4.2 Examine and determine the most appropriate mechanism to harmonize
the implementation of controls to ensure maximum efFectiveness
including examination of the need or otherwise bo update, amend
of pass new legislation. This can be done by national
administrations with assistance from the programme.

24.1 Examine the advantages of participation by eountries in
international conventions on the environment with particular
emphasis on conventions on pollution of the marine envitonment by
any source. This should cover the International Composite
Negotiating Text of the United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea. Such examination should be undertaken in close
co-operation with the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency and
other appropriate bodies. Individual countries should seek
edvice on appropriate national legislation to give effect to
international conventions.
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25. Expertise to undertake studies should as far as possible berecruited from the region and have the requisite knowledge of traditional
customs of the region. In that respect, the programme should keep in close
contact with the- Regional Advisory Services being established in the region
by the Commonwealth Secretariat and other regional institutions in the
South Pacific.

VIII. INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

?6. In formulating institutional arrangements for carrying out theAction Plan, mechanisms should be worked out which use'thi nationalcapabilities available and the capabilities of existing regionalorganizations. l'lhere necessary, both national and regional institutions
should.be strengthened so that they have the capaci[y to put the ActionPIan into effect. _T!" designation of national focal points'- a concept
which proved successful in the assembly of the country reports - should Le
used to facilitate communication and co-operation in the region.

?7. The financing of operations under the Action plan will beprincipally concerned with :

27.1 Increasing the technical capacities and breadth of coverage of
national and regional institutions to put the Plan into effeit.

27.2 Providing funds for personnel training inside and outside the
region.

27.1 Providing the costs for regional studies and meetings to develop
common approaches to and understanding of regional environmental
matters.

?7.4 Providing resources for special sLudies necessary for efFective
regional environmental management, but outside existing available
capacities.

27.5 Providing resources to establish
information exchange system.

and operate a regional

27.6 Providing resources for the existing regional bodies to operate
an adequate administrative base t,o service the implementation ofthe Action Plan.

28. The activ:lig" arising from this Action Plan should be principatly
financed. by part.icipating governments, by regional organizations, biinternational agencies, and by non-governmental organizatiSns. Initialfysupport should be provided by the United Nation6 system as a catalytiiinitiation of a new phase of regional co-operative activity.
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29. To provide for the orderly evolution of an operational programme
from the Action PIan, a central co-ordination meehanism is necessary
involving the existing regional organizations and the major funding
agencies.

50. The present Co-ordinating Group, consisting of representatives of
UNEP, ESCAP, SPC and SPEC, should be retained as bhe central co-ordinating
mechanism for the implementation of the Action Plan. The membership oF
this Group should be readily adjustable to reflect the emphasis of the
programme and of its funding sources.

5L. A Regional Co-ordinator, who might well be the SPC Regional
Ecological Adviser, should be appointed to cover the day-to-day execution
of the operational programme ineluding active communication with the
co-operating organizations and the designated national focal points.

32. The ultimate aim should be to make the regional programme
self-supporting, part of the normal programme of co-operative regional
activities which would incorporate the SPREP objective I'to help the
countries of the South Pacific to maintain and improve their shared
environment and to enhance their capacity to provide a present and future
resource base to support the needs and maintain the quality of life of the
peoplett.
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PROPOSED INSTTTUTTONAL Al{D FINA}ICrAL ARRAI{CEMENTS REQUTREp

FOR TUE IMPLEMENTATION OF TIIE ACTION PIAN FOR TIIE

SOUllI PACIFIC RECION





I.

SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

PROPOSED INSTITUTIONAL AND FINANCI
MPLEMEN

FOR THE

INTRODUCTION

l. The South Pacifie Region has been designated by the Governing
Council of the United Nations Environment Programme as a rrconcentration

area'r in which the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), in close
co-operation with other relevant components of the UN System, working
through the established co-operative regional ageneies - the South Pacific
Commission (SPC) and the South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation
(SpeC) - will fulfil its catalytic nole by fostering the design and adoption
oF a Regional Action Plan by the countries of the region.

?. The principal objective oF the Action Plan is the development and
protection of the environment of the South Pacific Region for the health and
well-being of the people oF the region and future generations. The Action
PIan is intended to provide a framework for environmentally sound planning
and management, suited to the needs and conditions of the countries and
people in the region.

3. The draft Action PIan For the development and protection of the
environment of the South Pacific Region has four main chapters :

(i) environmental assessment,
(ii) environmental management,

(iii) the legal component; and
(iv) institutional and financial arrangements.

4. The present document illustrates some of the options that
considered by the Governments of the South Pacific Region in their
the institutional structure and financial support required for the
implementat,ion of the activities called for in the Action Plant
development of an operational programme.

1!.9)/41
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5. The area of application of the Action Plan is that covered by

area oF responsibility of m" South Pacific Commission, together with
associated national maritime resource management zones'

Countries and territories within this area are :
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II. DEFINITION THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

American Samoa
Cook Islands
Federated States of Micronesia
Fiji
French Polynesia
Guam
Kiribati
Marshall Islands
Nauru
New Caledonia
Niue

Northern Mariana Islands
Palau
Papua New Guinea
Pitcairn Island
Solomon Islands
fokelau
Tonga
TuvaIu
Vanuatu
Wallis and Futuna
frlestern Samoa

the
any

III. INSTITUTIONAL SCHEME I GENERAL PRINCIPLES--

Poliev Guidelines and Co-ordination

6. The efficient implementation of the Action Plan will depend

primarily on the commitment of Governments in the region. Tl"y^ will need to
decide whieh elements of the programme can most advantageously be dealt with

"i tt" regional level and take t6e responsibility. fo" .those issues which

need to be dealt with in a national framework. It is, therefore, important
to identify the 1ines of authority and communication for both the poliey and

the technical working levels and to designate appropriate institutional
capabilities and mechanisms for co-operation'

7. The overall authority to determine the content of the Action Plant
to review its progress and to aPprove its programme of implementationt
including the fifrancial implications, rests. with the regular' periodic
meetings-of Governments participating in the Action Plan.

g. Speci;ically, the Governments, through biennal intergovernmental.
meetings, should make policy decisions eoncerning all substantive end

financlai matters related to tfre Action PIan, and in particular, should :

(i) revi.ew the progress achieved in implementing the Action Plan since
the previous meetingt

(ii) evaluate the results achievedt
(iii) adopt a workplan for implementing the Action Plan in

two-year period, and
(iv) 

"pprlr" the budgetary resources required to support
and their allocation among Governments.

the subsequent

the work plant





9. Taking into consideratibn the
their structures, it is suggested that
both the South Pacific Forum and the
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existing regional organizations and
the above functions be assumed by
South Pacific Conference at every

second annual me6+i^^
,-\.- " 

tttt:-' t.:
-ii

0verall Technical Co-ordination

10. The Governments of the region participating in the Action PIan
should identify an organization which would be responslble to the
Governments for the overall technical co-ordination and continuous
supervision of the implementation of the Action Plan. It is proposed that
either the South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation or the South
Pacific Commission assumes this function in which it would be guided by a
Co-ordinating Group consisting of representatives of UNEP, ESCAP, SPC and
sPEC.

**11. The** Co-ordinating Group should function much like the present group
for the first phase of SPREP. It would rely on its secretariat to prepare
proposals for its consideration in accordance with the Action PIan. It
would also draw on other international agencies and scientific organizations
operating in the region (*). It would meet normally twice a year to review,
assessr and up-date the programme, prepare submissions to funding sources
within and outside the United Nations System, and consider projects which
should receive priority of resources.

L2. The Co-ordinating Group should provide annual progress reports to
the regional bodies (South Pacific Forum and South Pacific Conference), and
UNEP.

Lt. It is proposed that a Regional Co-ordinator be appointed for the
implementation of the Action Plan. This officer should be located in the
organization chosen to administer the Action Plan, and would operate under
the supervision of the Co-ordinating Group through its periodie meetings.
Routine administration and financial procedurgs will be in accord with
accepted procedures of the host organization. !,f._
14. The terms of reference for the Regional Co-ordinator would include
the following :

(i) to formulate project doeunents for specific activities agreed upon as
part of the programme;

(ii) to negotiate and co-ordinate the execution of projects through
international and regional organizations;

(iii) to collect, collate and prepare a first analysis of results achieved
through the programme activities and disseminate information arising
therefrom;

t

(*) : See Appendix.
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(iv) to organize expert meetings to be held in connection with the
programme including the preparation of reports and other documents.

(v) to keep the participating governments regularly informed of the
progress achieved in carrying out the work, the results achieved and
problems encountered,

t5. The office of the Regional Co-ordinator should serve as a referral
centre providing information, identifying experts and institutions to aid
participating states and otherwise assist in solving speeiFic environmental
problems. It should also facilitate information exchange and co-operation
among those experts and institutions. It would, wherever possibler utilize
regional expertise and services.

16. The secretariat staff should be kept to a minimum size in order to
ensure that the maximum available funds may be used to achieve goals set
forth in the Action P1an. To this end, great eare must be exercised in
determining the terms of reference and the administrative arrangements.

17. The composition and expertise of the secretariat staff will depend
upon the scope and the magnitude of the programme adopted by the
Governments. It is proposed that it should be a relatively small unit
comprising the following staff :

- Regional Co-ordinator
- Scientific Assistant
- Administrative Assistant
- Secretary/Typist

18. Additional support services required to implement the Action Plan
will be provided by the host organization.

National Focal Points

The active participation and co-operation of the South PaciFic19.
countries and territories in the programme are basic prerequisites flor the
success of the Actirin PIan. In order to achieve sufficient and well
co-ordinated co-operation at both the national and the regional levelsr a
national focal point should be established (or an existing structure should
be designated) at a high level in each of the participating states bo deal
with all matters concerning the implementation of the Action PIan.





20.

government services, universities) should
the technical work of the Action Plan
principal agents of the specific work and
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research centres, laboratories,
provide the basis for carrying out
activities. They should be the
researeh of the Action Plan.

The role of the national focal points should be :

(i) to act as the official channel of conmunication between the
secretariat and the administrations of the countries and territories;

(ii) to co-ordinate, as appropriate, the part,icipation of national
institutions and agencies in the agreed programme;

(iii) to consult with all relevant organizations in 'the national
Governments on the activities and progress achieved in implementing
the Action PIan.

National Institutions

National institutions (such as2L.

22. In order to allow for complete and effective participation in
agreed aetivities, technical and managerial assistance (such as equipment
and training) should be provided on request through the Action'Plan to
strengthen the capabilities of national institutions Lo participate in the
programme.

International 0roanizations

2r. Participation of the international organizations in the programme,
in particular those belonging to the United Nations Systan, can greatly
assist the implementation of the Action Plan, and, thereforer- theii
technical and managerial support for specific projects should be solicited.In general, the Regional Co-ordinator should facilitate such support,
without impeding the establishment of direct relationships between country
institutions and international organizations.

IY. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS : GENERAL PRINCIPLES

24. Although one of the ultimate aims of the prograrme ie for the
implementation phase of the Action Plan to be financialty self-eupporting,it is expected that the United Nations Syetem should initially piovide-a
substantial finencial contribution which would progreeslvely decrease as the
Governments of the South Pacific Region, through a trust fund or some other
mechanism, assume financial responsibility.
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support for bhe activities of the Action Plan may come

from South Pacific countries and territories
in the Action Plan according to a scale to be

the Governments concerned;

made in addition to (i) above from the South pacific
territories;

from other states supporting
in it;
from SPC and SPEC;

the United Nations organizations on a project-funding

Financial Support

25. Financial
from several. sources

(i) contributions
participating
determined by

(ii) eontributions
countries and

(iii) contributions
participating

(iv) contributions

(v) support from
basis;

the Action Plan but not

(vi) support From other regional and international organizations which arenot part of the united Nations system, in most cases on a
project-Funding basis;

(vii) any other sources of funding agreed to by the Governments concerned,
including the private sector.

26. Contributions to the programme may be both in cash or in kind(staff time, experts, training, Facilities, services, etc. ). Although
contributions in kind may be of great importance, a fixed minimum level of
cash contributions is essential for the smooth implementation of the Action
Plan.

Fundino Mechsnisms

27. Three possible mechanisms may be envisaged as acting separately or
together to channel contributions for the support of Action Plan activities:

(a) a South Pacific Regional Trust Fund to cover the expenses relatedto common costs (co-ordination, secretariat, meetings) and the
costs of projects (activities) agreed upon by participants in the
Action Plan as projects of common interest i

(b) additional eontributions forwarded to the host organization
earmarked as extra-budgetary resources to cover expenses under the
programme;

(c) earmarked contributions to specific activities, agreed to as part
of the Programme, as well ae special allocations to cover expenses
related to the common costs ]isted in (a) above.





28. Contributions through any oF the three
expected to come From the States participating
particular, from neighbouring states supporting
directly participating in it.
29. In the initial phase, contributions may be expected from the United
Nations Environment Fund primarily to the projects and also to the common
costs (co-ordination, meetings) of the implementation of the Action Plan onthe understanding that such contributions are limited and will decrease
progressively.

10. Thus, the total financial resources of the
of contributions towards the trust fund, of funds
organization earmarked as contributions to SPREP, and of
towards specific projects.

Fundinq Contributions

11. UNEP as a co-sponsor
availability of funds, be ready
towards the implementation of
t7,2L5 in 1980, U5$ 157,000 in
provided that the participating and supporting qovernments agree to
contribute counterpart funds.

t2. It should also be understood that UNEP's contribution towards
administrative costs of the programme would be phased out in three toyears. Thereafter, UNEP would continue to examine the possibility
supporting specific project activities of the Action Plan within
framework of its programme priorities as defined by its Governing Council.

tr. A t,able setting out the proposed contributions by UNEP for the
period 1980-1981 and the target counterpart contributions that would be
expected from Governments as a minimum basis for the development of the
programme is presented in Table I. The Figures indicated for SPC and SPEC
represent contributions in kind and salaries, subject to the normal
budgetary approval procedures.

,4- There are many possible ways to determine the lever of
contributions of the participating and supporting states. l{hereas the
regular contributions of the participating states might, for example, be
according to the ratios of the SPC budget, there may be voluntary pledges
envisaged from the supporting countries (primarily For specific projebts)l
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mechanisms chosen should be
in the Action Plan and, in

the Action Plan but not

of the SPREP would, subject to the
to make substantial financial contributions
the Action Plan in its initial phase - U5$

1981, and U5$ 200,000 each in 1982 and 198t,

programme
forwarded

would consist
to the host

contributions

the
four

of
the
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t5, Based upon bhe expected total Government contributions towards the
Action Plan as given in Table I, the individual contributions from
participating governments are calculated and presented in Table 2. In
additionr there are voluntary grants towards specific projects (setivities)
envisaged from other territories and countries within the region (Teble f).
,6. Contributions should be paid according to a schedule agreed bo by
the contributing governments and phased so as to provide reaourcea in
advance of the planned activities of the Action PLan.



a



a

.T A B L E I

Budget projection
the period 1980 to
paragraphs l1 to f4. The figures for SPC and SPEC are on the basis tfral SpC
continues to serve as host organization for regional co-ordination andsupervision functions.
require revision.
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For the implementation of the South Pacific Action plan in
f98l (in thousands of US dollars). For explanations, see

If other alternatives are adopted, the Table will

1980 l98l 1982 l98t Totat

Projects
of common
interest

Co-ordina- (
tion costs (

(\
(

5ub-total

UNEP
SPC
sPEC
Contributed Funds*

UNEP
SPC
SPEC
Contributed Funds+

( UNEP
( SPC
( SPEC
( Contributed Funds*

l0
t:

27
,7

t7
o!

ZL
l0

:

L46
46
,:

I67
56
t:

150
L7
t:

50
54
t:

150
L7
l0

200

200** 200**
7L 52
20 20

200

ltL
62
25

200

273
I64
t:

604
?26

55
200

50
t5
IO

2t884

* : These are contributions to a trust fund or contributions
SPREP. contributions from Governments risted in Table l
voluntary grants would be additional to these figures.

** 3 Since bhe Technical Meeting, UNEp has stressed thatin 1982 and 198, will depend on the receipt
contributions to the UN Environment
I982-1981.

I085

earmarked for
who support by

contributions
governments I

its
of

Fund for the medium-term programme
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TABLE 2

Country contributions if
par t ic ip at ing government-t s

State

the whole of the contributed
according to the assessment

Percent of
Contribution

funds were provided
formula :

Contributions
in US 5 for l98l

by

Australia

Cook Islands

Fiji

France

Nauru

New Zealand

Niue

Papua New Guinea

Solomon Islands

Tuvalu

United Kingdom

United States ofl America

Western Samoa

TOTAL

tr.6g

0.95

0.95

14.00

0r 85

16.t0

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.85

L2.tO

17.00

0.85

67 r2OO

1r 700

1r700

28r000

r,700

,?.,600

1r700

1r700

1r700

1r700

24160g

,4,0oo

1r700

100.00 200r000
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t- TABLE 
'

Countriee and Territsries which support SPC by voluntary gnants :

American Samoa

Federated States of ltticronesia

French Polynesia

Guam

Kiribati

Marshatrl trelande

New Celedbnia

Northern Mariana Ielands

Palau

Tokelau

Tonga

Vanuatu

I
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.. APPENDTX

Examples oF Potential Supporting or Co-operating 0rganizat'ions :

United Nations Oroanizations

ESCAP (Economic and Social Commission for Aeia and the Pacific)

U N E P (United Nations Environment Programme)

UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Development 0rganization)

UNDP-CCOP/S0PAC (United Nations Development Programme -
Co-ordinating Committee for Off-shore Prospecting,/
South Pacific)

F A 0 (Food and Agriculture 0rganization)

UNESCo (United Nations Educational Scientifie & Cultural Organization)

I 0 C - WESTPAC (International 0ceanographic Commission - West Pacific)

y1 H 0 - PEPAS (World Health Organization - Promotion of Environmental
Planning and Applied Studies)

IMCo (Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 0rganization)

Other reqional and international orqanizations

University of the South Pacific (USP)

University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG)

PNG University of TechnologY

University of Guam

gRSTgM (Qfflice de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique 0utre-mer)

University of Hawaii

East-West Center

I U C N (International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources )
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